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Product Individualization
Telecoms Modernization
Service Migration, Consolidation & Modernization
Cloud-Native Telecoms and Containerization

 Telecoms Business Outcomes
Acquisition and Retention of Customers
Costs and Technology Leadership
Shareholder Value Creation
Lower OPEX, Higher Revenues
Improved Bottom Line
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Empowering Communications Service Providers with Telecoms Low Code 




				Migrate, create and individualize your telecoms value-added services with faster time-to-market.
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 Better Business Outcomes Costs and Technology Leadership Shareholder Value Creation Lower OPEX, Higher Revenues Improved Bottom Line Acquisition and Retention of Customers 
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 Find the best telecom solution for you







  
  	I want to: 	compose my own profitable converged product portfolio.
	improve business customer acquisition and retention.
	monetize CSP assets and increase shareholder value.
	achieve true operational agility.
	lower OPEX by migrating, consolidating and modernizing legacy services to one virtualized solution.
	give network and business services a technology boost to catch up to the CSP network.
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World's First Telecoms Low-Code Application Platform, Integrated Seamlessly into CSP Networks (IMS, 4G, 5G, VoLTE)

















Application Composition, Enhancement and Individualization of Telecoms Services and Products via Agile Co-Development





















Network Services and Enterprise Products Composed and Created Using Packaged Business Capabilities and Ready-to-Use Apps

















No-Code and Low-Code Automation allowing CSPs to Compose and Individualize Apps
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R&D Ecosystem for Early Testing of the Newest Technologies and Emerging Markets












   
   




 What our Clients Say about Working with ECT








[image: Director of Corporate Services, DNA, Telenor Group, Finland]By using ECT’s Telecoms Low-Code Application Platform  and integrating an ECT Dedicated Agile Development Squad into our own DevOps, we respond to market demands really quickly and cost-effectively. This a real tangible competitive advantage…
Janne Hankaankorpi
Director of Corporate Services, DNA, Telenor Group, Finland







[image: OnePhone Founder and Former Executive VP, Group CTO]ECT’s agility was key to securing new business, whether due to changing needs or requirements of a specific customer segment… ECT delivered very high performance in terms of resilience, stability and availability, which in our experience is unparalleled. This reliability is fundamental to sustaining a leading cloud-based telecoms service while also growing fast.
Fredrik Zetterlund
OnePhone Founder and Former Executive VP, Group CTO







[image: Director, Voice Planning & Engineering, Virgin Media O2, UK]Our customers are highly satisfied with the VMB services provided as well as the new functionality and features we are able to offer them together with ECT. It all amounts to better business outcomes for us and our customers.
Paul Mercure
Director, Voice Planning & Engineering, Virgin Media O2, UK











[image: Domain Manager VAS, Core & Communication Service, Proximus, Belgium]ECT’s research and development keeps  the underlying technology, the capabilities and the cost efficiency of our solutions on the cutting edge of our industry. It seems there’s never a challenge we cannot meet together.
Erik Bussé
Domain Manager VAS, Core & Communication Service, Proximus, Belgium







[image: Business Manager, Contact Center Services (CCS), VodafoneZiggo, NL]Using ECT’s low-code platform, our voice engineering team responds quickly to market demands, can further innovate existing propositions and even compose new service offerings. The combination is a great match and provides a real competitive advantage that helps us to win important tenders.
Robin Hogenkamp
Business Manager, Contact Center Services (CCS), VodafoneZiggo, NL







[image: Account Director, Nokia, NL]Together with our partner ECT, Nokia realized an important migration project at a leading European operator to phase out their legacy Service Number platform. The solution that we provided is 100% virtualized and ready for Nokia Telco-cloud. The partnership with ECT works out particularly well and in the meantime we have expanded our success to other European carriers.
Erik Hammega
Account Director, Nokia, NL

















 Consider Your Choices for Telecoms Services and Products



 CSP networks are traditionally populated with a large and increasing variety of proprietary hardware appliances. They are called bare-metal solutions because they use dedicated hardware instead of a pool of hardware resources shared by other solutions. The operating system is installed directly on to the “bare metal” of the physical server without any layer in between, e.g., for virtualization.
Before virtualization, each value-added service often required yet another bare-metal solution with its own dedicated hardware components and the CSP needed the rack space and power to accommodate them. Many CSPs avoided launching new services due to the capital investment challenges and the lack of the necessary skills to design, integrate and operate increasingly complex, heterogeneous combinations of bare-metal VAS solutions. Moreover, the underlying solution-specific hardware often reached end of life, requiring much of the procure, design, integrate, and deploy cycle to be repeated in ever shorter sequences, and with little or no revenue benefit. This also inhibited the implementation of new revenueearning services and constrained innovation.





  You code the application for your service or product from scratch.

PROS 
	You write your own code and have full control of everything.

CONS 
	You need highly skilled programmers.
	You need different types of developers covering backend, frontend, DBs, etc.
	You have to pick the right programming language for each application.
	The developed service is a black box for your business people.
	You have to monitor all technology changes.
	You have to deal with all security aspects for each





  You buy a standardized application from a software company.

PROS 
	You select one of a variety of applications from different competing vendors.
	Usually these applications are tried-and-true as they are in the field at other telecoms companies.

CONS 
	You get a silo application which needs to be integrated into your OSS/BSS .
	The service application is a black box which can only be changed via a CR process with the original vendor. This can be timeconsuming and expensive.
	You have no common CI throughout your application portfolio.
	There is little or no reusability and also no interworking with other applications in your portfolio.





  You have an integrator or software company develop the service just for you.

PROS 
	You get what you specify, tailored to exactly what you need.

CONS 
	Very time consuming as you have to write a detailed specification.
	Very expensive as everything will be done just for you.
	You take on a lot of responsibility: will the application really do what it should do? Will it be scalable?
	You still need to do the whole integration into your OSS/BSS.
	You get a black box which can only be changed via the original integrator.
	There is no reusability and also no interworking with other applications in your portfolio.





  You resell a service or product provided in the cloud of the OTT provider.

PROS 
	You resell an established product from a known vendor.
	You have only limited costs for network integration to the vendor’s cloud, e.g. via an SBC.

CONS 
	Your gross margin is usually 80% lower than it would be with a service implemented in your own network.
	You have difficulty differentiating your offering as the third-party service you’re reselling is usually available from your competitors.
	You have little or no means of tailoring the service for important corporates and public sector customers.
	It is difficult or even impossible to combine and orchestrate the service with other services provided in your network.
	There is no reusability and also no interworking with other applications in your portfolio.





  You implement the service or product on a T-LCAP integrated into your network.

PROS 
	You can extend your agile development squads to include business and technical citizen developers.
	Many application enhancements and changes can be made without line coding and without professional developers, allowing you to adapt and enhance the service continuously without costs for third-party vendors.
	Automation and the participation of business and technical citizen developers both reduce the time to market for new applications and adaptations as well as improve your market responsiveness.
	You have an open application with reusable components to simplify and accelerate integration both into your backend as well as into third-party services.

CONS 
	With this option, you’re dependent on your own business savvy as well as on your T-LCAP vendor for support across the platform.













   
   




 The Future Belongs to Low-Code Application Platform Composition







 $30 B spending on low code by 2025 with current 20.9% CAGR.







 60% of mainstream enterprises will have composability as a key criteria for new app planning by 2024.







 80% decrease in time to market via low-code application composition.
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ECT: Better Business Outcomes for CSPs and Their Customers
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